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Big in
Japan
Kobe beef is so rare—it’s available at fewer than 10 restaurants
in America—that you have about as good a chance of running
into Kobe Bryant as you do of tasting Japan’s most famous meat.
A new restaurant in New York City, however, is offering a delicious alternative: Hida beef.
Hida is a small city in the alpine prefecture of Gifu, which
has been known across Japan for producing high-quality beef
since the early 1980s. But while Kobe beef became famous, the
similarly pricey Hida beef rarely made it across the Pacific.
“According to our vendors, we’re the only restaurant in the U.S.
that carries a consistent supply of Hida beef,” says Tomoyuki

Iwanami, co-owner of Kaikagetsu NYC, which opened in
September on Manhattan’s Lower East Side. “Personally, I like
Hida beef more because I don’t think it’s as fatty as Kobe beef,
and I think you can taste the meat more.”
One traditional preparation from Hida that Kaikagetsu NYC
serves is hoba yaki (pictured), in which slices of meat are placed
on a magnolia leaf with miso and broth and then cooked over a
flame. Another is nigiri: The restaurant tops sushi rice with three
preparations of the beef—raw, seared, and tartare. “I think the
sushi is the best way to enjoy the beef itself,” Iwanami says, “but
the hoba yaki is something we had to have on the menu.”

T H E D I S C OV E RY

name, Zuul crurivastator. If that
genus, Zuul, sounds familiar,
it’s because the rhinoceros-size
dinosaur is named for its celebrity doppelgänger, the demon
dog that possesses Sigourney
Weaver in 1984’s
Ghostbusters.

A New Dinosaur
This month, Toronto’s Royal
Ontario Museum unveils a
newly discovered species of
armored dinosaur that scientists
recently dug up in Montana.
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Even cooler than the 75million-year-old herbivore’s
skeleton, one of the most
complete ankylosaur specimens
ever found, is its

The species name, meanwhile,
is inspired by the dinosaur’s
weapon-like clubbed tail:
Crurivastator
is Latin for
“destroyer
of shins.”
—Nicholas
DeRenzo
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Move over Kobe; Hida
beef is coming to town

